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Climate change

Property damage caused by floods

Prevention

„CSR as a business“ principle

Project brief





Lend support to a systemic change by leveraging a change in 
behavior of a single actor

Protect as many individuals as possible by changing the 
behavior of the single actor

Make use of the previous experience with coalition building in 
road safety prevention

Strategy



The problem: property damage caused by floods

Workshop with the employees Interviews with external experts



Map of the problem



Map of the system



Damaged landscape due to historical as well as current use

Straightening rivers, artificially draining the fields, growing 
inappropriate crops

Farmers being best positioned to improve the situation but 
having no incentives to change the way they operate

Low number of municipalities taking action due to current 
barriers

Key findings



Agreeing on what a coalition means



Service rather than a coalition

Coalitions and initiatives focused on climate adaptation already 
exist

Coalition focused on property damage is attractive only to 
insurance companies

We needed to find a way to help directly



Seeking the steps a service might help in



Opportunities ready to be leveraged

Persuade mayors to give the cause a greater priority

Guide them through the process from start to end

Provide an easy way to contact an expert

Help finance the initial phase

Reward the effort



Testing the concept with mayors



Provides value to the end user

Makes a decent living possible for everybody who directly or 
indirectly participates on delivering the value

Does not threaten a decent living of anybody else

Sustainable service according to Pábení



#1

Sustainability is often understood as a pursuit of positive impact, 
as a way of redistributing profit.

Not as a particular way of making profit.



#2

Businesses are told that the key to making profit is innovation.

While reducing innovation to anything digital.



#3

Sustainability is just an umbrella term for many complex topics and it 
is not easy to understand how they might affect a business operation.



23 questions
~ 2 hours

Based on:
UK doughnut
Future- Fit 
Business 
Benchmark



We 
don't 
know

Recycled grey 
water makes at 
least a quarter 

of our water 
consumption

Recycled grey 
water and rain 
water make at 

least a half of our 
water 

consumption

All of our 
consumption is 
drinking water 
and we do not 
seek ways to 
consume less

All of our 
consumption is 

drinking water but 
we are looking 

into ways to 
consume less

How does your 
company deals with 
water consumption?
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Thank you!

Subscribe to our newsletter for more:
pabeni.cz/6tydenik

It goes out just once every 6 weeks 😉
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